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ABSTRACT
Current database technology involves processing a large volume of

data in order to discover new knowledge. However, knowledge discovery
on just the most detailed and recent data does not reveal the long-term
trends. A data warehouse is an ideal environment for knowledge
discovery since it contains the cleaned, integrated, detailed (most recent
operational), summarized, historical, and meta data. A key issue in any
discovery system is to ensure the consistency, accuracy, and complete-
ness of the discovered knowledge. We discuss the benefits and issues in
knowledge discovery in data warehouse.

INTRODUCTION
Modern database technology involves processing a large volume of

data in databases in order to discover new knowledge. Knowledge
discovery is defined as the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously
unknown, and potentially useful information from data [1, 2, 5, 6, 8].

The automatic knowledge acquisition in a non-data warehouse
environment has been on the operational databases which contain the
most recent data about the organizations. Summary and historical data,
which are essential for accurate and complete knowledge discovery, are
generally absent in the operational databases. Rule discovery based on
just the detailed (most recent) data is neither accurate nor complete. In
addition, the design of an operational relational database is based on the
normalization technique which is not suitable for effective knowledge
discovery. A data warehouse is an ideal environment for rule discovery
since it contains the cleaned, integrated, detailed, summarized, histori-
cal, and meta data [4, 8, 11, 13].

In the following sections, we explain how/why a data warehouse can
provide an effective environment for discovering accurate, complete,
consistent, and meaningful rules.  We look at the knowledge discovery
process on detailed, summary, and historical data. Also, we show how the
discovered knowledge from these data sources can complement and
validate each other.

DATA WAREHOUSES
Most of the knowledge discovery has been done on operational

relational databases. However, such knowledge discovery in operational
environment could lead to inaccurate and incomplete discovered knowl-
edge. Without first warehousing its data, an organization has lots of
information that is not integrated and has little summary or history
information. The effectiveness of knowledge discovery on such data is
limited. A data warehouse environment integrates data from variety of
source databases into a target database that is optimally designed for
decision support. A data warehouse includes [1, 3, 4, 11] integrated data,
detailed and summary data, historical data, and meta data. Each of these
elements enhances the knowledge discovery process:

There are several benefits in rule discovery in a data warehouse
environment.

1. In a data warehouse environment, the validation of the data is
done in a more rigorous and systematic manner. Using meta data,
many data redundancies from different application areas are
identified and removed. In addition, a data cleansing process is
used in order to create an efficient data warehouse by removing

certain aspects of operational data, such as low-level transaction
information, which slow down the query times [1, 3, 4, 11]. The
cleansing process will remove duplication and reconcile differ
ences between various styles of data collection.

2. Operational relational databases, built for on-line transaction
processing, are generally regarded as unsuitable for rule discovery
since they are designed for maximizing transaction capacity and
typically having a lot of tables in order not to lock out users. Also,
they are normalized to avoid update anomalies. Data warehouses,
on the other hand, are not concerned with the update anomalies
since update of data is not done. This means that at the physical
level of design, we can take liberties to optimize the access of data,
particularly in dealing with the issues of normalization and
physical denormalization. Universal relations can be built in the
data warehouse environment for the purposes of rule discovery,
which could minimize the chance of undetecting hidden patterns.

Figure 1 shows a general framework for knowledge discovery in a
data warehouse environment. External data, Domain knowledge (data
that is not explicitly stored in the database; i.e., male patient can not
be pregnant), and Domain expert are other essential components to be
added in order to provide an effective knowledge discovery process in
a data warehouse environment.

Figure 1: A Framework for Knowledge Discovery in Data Warehouse
Environment
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KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATA WAREHOUSES
Knowledge Discovery from Detailed Data

Most of the knowledge discovery has been done on the operational
relational databases. An operational database stores the most recent and
detailed data. In addition, the goal of the relational databases is to
provide a platform for querying data about uniquely identified objects.
However, such uniqueness constraints are not desirable in knowledge
discovery environment. In fact, they are harmful since, from data
mining point of view, we are interested in the frequency with which
objects occur [1]. In the following, we discuss two main problems
associated with the knowledge discovery in the operational relational
databases; namely, the possibility of discovering incorrect and incom-
plete knowledge.

 Incorrect knowledge discovery from relational databases
In general, summary data (aggregation) is never found in the

operational environment. Without discovery process on summary data,
we may discover incorrect knowledge from detailed operational data.
Discovering rules based just on current detail data may not depict the
actual trends on data. The problem is that statistical significance is
usually used in determining the interestingness of a pattern [7]. Statis-
tical significance alone is often insufficient to determine a pattern’s
degree of interest. A “5 percent increase in sales of product X in the
Western region”, for example, could be more interesting than a “50
percent increase of product X in the Eastern region”. In the former case,
it could be that the Western region has a larger sales volume than the
Eastern region, and thus its increase translate into greater income
growth.

The following example [10] shows that we could discover incorrect
knowledge if we only look at the detailed data. Consider the Table A1,
where the goal of discovery is to see if product color or store size has
any effect on the profits. Although the data is not large, but it shows the
points.

Assume we are looking for patterns that tell us when profits are
positive or negative. We should be careful when we process this table
using discovery methods such as simple rules or decision trees. These
methods are based on probabilities that make them inadequate for dealing
with influence within aggregation (summary data). A discovery scheme
based on probability may discover the following rules from Table A1:

Rule 1: IF Product Color=Blue Then Profitable=No   CF=75%
Rule 2: IF Product Color=Blue and Store Size> 5000 Then Profitable=Yes
CF=100%

The results indicate that blue products in larger stores are profit-
able; however, they do not tell us the amounts of the profits which can
go one way or another. Now, consider the modified table, where the third
row in Table A1 is changed for the Profit to be 100 instead of 7000. Rules
1 and 2 are also true in the modified table.  That is, from a probability
point of view, Tables A1 and the modified one produce the same results.

However, this is not true when we look at the summary Tables
(product color=Blue Profit=6400, based on Table A1) and (product

color=Blue Profit=-500, based on modified A1 table). The former
summary table tells us that Blue color product is profitable and the latter
summary table tells us it is not. That is, in the summary tables, the
probability behavior of these detailed tables begins to diverge and thus
produce different results. We should be careful when we analyze the
summary tables since we may get conflicting results when the discovered
patterns from the summary tables are compared with the discovered
patterns from detailed tables. In general, the probabilities are not enough
when discovering knowledge from detailed data. We need summary data
as well.

 Incomplete knowledge discovery from relational databases
The traditional database design method is based on the notions of

functional dependencies and lossless decomposition of relations into
third normal forms. However, this decomposition of relation is not
useful with respect to knowledge discovery because it hides dependencies
among attributes that might be of some interest.  To provide maximum
guarantee that potentially interesting statistical dependencies are pre-
served, knowledge discovery process should use the universal relation
[12] as opposed to normalized relations in order to reveals all the
interesting patterns.

Consider the relations Sales (Client Number, Zip Code, Product
Purchased) and Region (Zip Code, City, Average House Price) [1] which
are in third normal form. The relation Sales-Region (Client Number, Zip
Code, City, Average House Price, Product Purchased) shows the univer-
sal relation which is the join of the two tables Sales and Region. From
the universal relation Sales-Region, we may discover that there is a
relationship between the Average Price of the House and the type of
Products Purchased by people.  Such relationship is not that obvious on
the normalized relations.

One possible scheme for validating the completeness/incomplete-
ness of the discovered knowledge is to analyze the discovered rules
(known as statistical dependencies) with the available functional depen-
dencies (known as domain knowledge). If new dependencies are gener-
ated that are not in the set of discovered rules, then we have an
incomplete knowledge discovery. For example, processing the Sales
relation, we may discover that if Zip Code=11111 then Product
Purchased = Wine with some confidence. We call this a statistical
dependency that indicates that there is a correlation (with some
confidence) between the Zip Code and the Product Purchased by people.
Now, consider the Region relation, where the given dependencies are Zip
Code —> City and City —> Average House Price which gives the derived
new functional dependency Zip Code —> Average House Price due to
the transitive dependency. By looking at the discovered statistical
dependency and the new derived (or a given dependency in general), one
may deduce that there is a relationship between the Average House Price
and the Product Purchased (with some confidence). If our discovery
process does not generate such a relationship, then we have an incom-
plete knowledge discovery that is the consequence of working on
normalized relations as opposed to universal relation.

Knowledge Discovery from Summary Data
In knowledge discovery, it is critical to use summary tables to

discover patterns that could not be, otherwise discovered from opera-
tional detailed databases. Knowledge discovery on detailed data is based
on statistical significance (uses probability), which may not detect all
patterns, or may produce incorrect results as we noted in the previous
section. Summary tables have hidden patterns that can be discovered. For
example, a summary table (Product Color, Profit) , based on table A1,
tells us that Blue products are profitable. Likewise, a summary table
(Product, Profit), based on table A1, tells us that Hat products are not
profitable. Such discovered patterns can complement the discoveries
from the detailed data (as part of the validation of the discovered
knowledge, explained below).

Accurate knowledge, however, cannot be discovered just by pro-
cessing the summary tables. The problem is that, the summarization of
the same data set with two summarization methods may produce the
same or different results. Therefore, it is extremely important that the
users be able to access meta data that tells them exactly how each type

Product Product Product Store Store Prof i t
Color Price Size

Jacket Blue 2 0 0 S1 1000 -200
Jacket Blue 2 0 0 S2 5000 -100
Jacket Blue 2 0 0 S3 9000 7000
Hat Green 70 S1 1000 3 0 0
Hat Green 70 S2 5000 -1000
Hat Green 70 S3 9000 -100
Glove Green 50 S1 1000 2000
Glove Blue 50 S2 9000 -300
Glove Green 50 S3 5000 -300
Glove Green 50 S3 9000 -200

Table A1: Sample Sales Data
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of summarized data was derived, so that they understand which dimen-
sions have been summarized and to what level. Otherwise, we may
discover inaccurate patterns from different summarized tables. For
example, based on summary tables from table A1, it is the Green Hat in
small stores (Store Size <=1000) that make profit and that it is the Green
Hat product in large stores (Store Size > 1000) that lose money. This
fact can only be discovered by looking at all different summary tables
and knowing how they are created (i.e., using the meta data ).

Validating possible incorrect rules
It is possible to use the patterns discovered from the summary tables

to validate the discovered knowledge from the detailed tables. The
following cases are identified for validating possible incorrect/correct
discovered rules.

CASE 1: If the discovered pattern from the summary tables
completely supports the discovered knowledge from the detailed tables,
then we have more confidence on the accuracy of the discovered
knowledge.

CASE 2: The patterns discovered from the detailed and summary
tables support each other, but they have different confidence factors.
Since the discovered patterns on the summary tables are based on the
actual values, they represent more reliable information compared to the
discovered patterns from the detailed tables which are based on the
occurrences of the records. In such cases, we can not say that the
discovered pattern is incorrect, but rather it is not detailed enough to be
considered as an interesting pattern. Perhaps, the hypothesis for
discovering the pattern has to be expanded to include other attributes
(i.e., Product or Store Size or both) in addition to the Product Color.

CASE 3: The patterns discovered from the detailed and summary
tables contradict each other. The explanation is the same as the one
provided for case 2.

CASE 4: There are cases, where the discovered knowledge from
summary tables is based on statistical significance. If the discovered
knowledge from detailed and summary tables support each other with
different confidence factor, then additional information from other
sources (perhaps from domain expert, if possible) is need to verify the
accuracy of the discovered knowledge.

Knowledge Discovery from Historical Data
Knowledge discovery from operational/detailed or summary data

alone may not reveal trends and long-term patterns in data. Historical
data should be an essential part of any discovery system in order to
discover patterns that are correct over data gathered for a number of
years as well as the current data. For example, we may discover from
current data a pattern indicating an increased in the students’ enrollment
in the universities in the Washington DC area (perhaps due to good
Economy). Such pattern may not be true when we look at the last five
years data.

Using historical data for knowledge discovery
There are several schemes that could be identified in using historical

data in order to detect undiscovered patterns from detailed and summary
data, and to validate the consistency/accuracy/completeness of the
discovered patterns from the detailed/summary data.

1) Validate discovered knowledge from detailed/summary data against
historical data

We can apply the discovered rules from detailed and/or summary
data to the historical data to see if they hold. If the rules are strong
enough, they should hold on the historical data. A discovered rule is
inconsistent with the database if examples exist in the database that
satisfy the condition part of the rule, but not the conclusion part [7].
A knowledge base (i.e., set of discovered rules from detailed and summary
data) is inconsistent with the database if there is an inconsistent rule in

the knowledge base. A knowledge base is incomplete with respect to the
database if examples exist in the database that do not satisfy the
condition part of any consistent rule.

If there are inconsistent rules, then it means we have some
historical data that contradict the rules discovered from detailed/
summary data. It means we may have anomalies in some of the historical
data. This is the case where any knowledge from external data, domain
expert, and/or domain knowledge could be used to verify the inconsis-
tencies. Similarly, if we have incomplete knowledge base, then there are
some historical data that could represent new patterns or some anoma-
lies. Again, additional information (i.e., domain expert) is necessary to
verify that.

2) Compare the rules discovered from detailed/summary data with
the ones from historical data

We perform the knowledge discovery on the historical data and
compare the rules discovered from the historical data (call it H_RuleSet)
with the ones discovered from detailed/summary data (call it DS_RuleSet).
There are several possibilities as follows:

A)  If H_RuleSet ∩ DS_RuleSet  =  ∅ Then, none of the rules

discovered from detailed/summary data hold on the historical
data.

B)  If H_RuleSet ∩ DS_RuleSet  =  X  Then

-  If  DS_RuleSet - X = ∅  Then, all of the rules discovered from
detailed/summary data hold on the historical data.

-  If X ⊂ DS_RuleSet   Then , There are some rules discovered

from detailed/summary data that do not hold on the historical data
(i.e, N_RuleSet -  X). We can find the data in the historical data
that do not support the rules discovered from the detailed/
summary data by finding the data that support the rules in N-
RuleSet and subtract it from the entire historical data. This data
can then be analyzed for anomalies.

C) If H_RuleSet -  DS_RuleSet  != ∅   (or DS_RuleSet ⊂  X)   Then,
there are some rules discovered from historical data that are not
in the set of rules discovered from the detailed/summary data.
This means we discovered some new patterns.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
Data warehouses provide a better environment (compared to the

operational / transactional environment) for knowledge discovery.
However, there are several issues/concerns that need to be addressed
before we could have an effective knowledge discovery process. The
followings are some of the main issues:

1. The larger a warehouse, the richer its patterns would be. However,
after a point, if we analyze “too large” a portion of a warehouse,
patterns from different data segments begin to dilute each other
and the number of useful patterns begins to decrease [13]. We
could select segment(s) (i.e., a particular medication for a dis
ease), to data that fits a particular discovery objective. Alterna
tively, data sampling can be used to faster data analysis. However,
we lose information because we throw away data not knowing what
we keep and what we ignore. Summarization may be used to reduce
data sizes; although, it can cause problem too, as we noted.

2. Traditionally, most of the data in a warehouse has come from
internal operational systems such as order entry, inventory, or
human resource data. However, external sources (i.e., demo
graphic, economic, Point-Of-Sale, market feeds, internet) are
becoming more and more prevalent and will soon be providing
more content to the data warehouse than the internal sources.
The next question is then, how do we process these external
sources efficiently to retrieve relevant information and discover
new knowledge that could explain the behavior of the internal
data.
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3. Most of the available knowledge discovery tools (i.e., IDIS,
KnowledgeSeeker) operate on a single relation or table. If the
relevant data are spread over several relations, join operations
should be performed on these relations to collect relevant data
before the discovery tool is applied. In many cases, the separate
relations of a relational database can be logically joined by
constructing a Universal Relation (UR) [9]. A UR is either
computed and stored, or, if too large, logically represented
through a UR interface. A discovery tool should be able to interact
with the UR interface and treat the database as a single, flat file
(though perhaps inefficient).
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